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The convergence of forces such as the deepening of 
the Single Market in the EU, the wider process of 

globalization and the growing embedded use of 

information and communication technologies (ICT) in 
economic and business practices, among others, have 

brought about a structural break in the theory and practice 

of regional innovation policy. The need of assessment of 
these structural breaks the concept of extended and 

dynamic clustering is designed. The concept refers to 

cluster arrangements that have the following 
characteristics: though embedded in, transcend 

geographical location, focus on global markets, operate as 

ad-hoc and/or long term business networks, are ICT-
enabled, and are based on dynamic aggregations of 

capabilities of different, often small and medium size 

enterprises (SME). It might be assumed that new 
organizational arrangements can help SMEs improve their 

global market access, their capacities for innovation and 

business performance. In the light of the structural 
changes underway the challenge for regional innovation 

policy is how to enable clusters to operate not as regional 
constellations nurtured by the regional economic base but 

system of flows of economic 

activity which is increasingly defined on a global basis. 
This involves the elaboration of an approach to the 

development and innovation potential of SMEs based on 

institutional organs dedicated to building regional 
economic capacity in terms of skills and network 

development and the construction of international 

operating between a global economy and regional business 

ecosystem.

The new approaches to cluster analysis develop new 
conceptual dimensions that encapsulate the key aspects of 

this new phase and better enable all cluster stakeholders 

address the challenges confronted by regional economies. 
This requires a change of perspective where clusters are 

no longer seen as regionally bound constellations nurtured 

by regional economic systems bu
global system of flows of information, knowledge and 

economic activity. This is what the concept of extended and 
dynamic clustering is designed to capture. 

Current challenges faced by regional clusters can be 

confronted through a process of extended and dynamic 
clustering that improves market access, innovation

capabilities and adaptability to the emerging structural 
realities of the EU. Extended and dynamic clustering 

involves selecting and aggregating capabilities of 

clustered SMEs at regional, national, cross-regional or 
international levels, thus overcoming regional 

geographical boundaries and operational limitations of 

Currently, due to size, scale, specialization and not 

least regulatory and legal impediments, SMEs in the EU 

lack the capacity to respond adequately to emerging 
challenges from international locations and market 

opportunities, or participate in tenders in international 

procurement contracts. This shortcoming is related to both 
the conditions that SMEs face and the restrictions 

regional clusters. 
Keywords: ICT and clustering, extended and dynamic 

clustering, regional policy, innovations.

Clusters and the broader patterns of economic 

specialization across geographies have become an 

important concern for European policy makers. One driver 

of this is the set of objectives on productivity growth, 

innovation and competitiveness that European leaders have 

defined for the EU in the Lisbon-Agenda. In international 

perspective the EU tends to rank high on the quality of 

institutions and many factor conditions that underpin 

innovation but low on its ability to mobilize them through 

entrepreneurship, new firm formation and corporate 

renewal. 

Another driver for the growing emphasis on clusters is 

the impact of globalization on the nature and intensity of 

competition between and across regions in the EU. Falling 

transport and communication costs coupled to continuing 

liberalization measures are increasingly exposing larger 

segments of regional economies to heightened global 

competition. Increasing liberalization and heightened 

competitive pressures on business environments and 

company practices have increased pressures for adjustment 

not only in regional microeconomic foundations but also in 

the wider social and political fabrics in which regional 

economies are embedded. With an increasing number of 

regions in the EU and globally, notably in the transition 
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economies of Eastern Europe and Asia, providing 

attractive conditions for investment, regions in the EU are 

under increasing pressure to define the differentiating 

value they are offering to companies looking to locate 

business activities. 

Against this background, clusters at both national and 

regional levels of government and associated 

agglomerations of business communities are seen as 

value proposition in a global economy as they provide key 

matrices that concentrate regional economic capabilities 

and competence. In particular, clusters are thought to 

provide higher value for companies that are active in the 

economic fields in which they operate, thus increasing 

considerably the locational comparative advantage of 

regions (Ketels, Sölvell, 2006; OECD, 2007). 

The paper draws on stream of research under the 

auspices of the European Commission and the OECD. The 

first is the EFFORT project. The EFFORT project 

(Governance, Policies and Legal Conditions for Access to 

Market through Extended and Dynamic Clustering of 

SMEs)1 is funded by the European Commission. Its 

objective is to gain understanding of the policies, 

governance structures, sustainability and constituency 

improve the competitiveness of SMEs and the regional 

clusters in which they operate. The project covers 10 EU 

regions and 60 clusters irrespective of industrial 

specialization in order to extract principles of policy, 

governance, and constituency drivers that structure 

regional industrial systems with emphasis on 

entrepreneurship. Its key outputs are a White Paper and a 

Roadmap that will articulate policy recommendations for 

national and regional governments on cluster policy. 

The object of research

The main objective of this research is to enhance 

understanding of novel emerging forms of extended and 
dynamic clustering. By this term we refer to cluster 

arrangements that have the following characteristics: 

though embedded in, they transcend geographical location, 

they focus on global markets, they operate as both 

systematic, that is stable and long-term, but have also the 

ability to operate as ad-hoc, business networks able to 

reconfigure business practices and re-aggregate capabilities 

according to emerging market shifts and opportunities and 

production needs, they are ICT-enabled, and they are based 

on dynamic aggregations of capabilities of economic units 

of diverse origins and functions, often involving small and 

medium size enterprises (SMEs). 

The working hypothesis of the research is that these 

new organizational arrangements can help SMEs improve 

their global market access, their capacities for innovation 

and overall business performance. However, this approach 
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is not deterministic but rather dialectical. Given the 

complexity and diversity of clusters spatial extension is 

understood as an element that can contribute to economic 

dynamism and business regeneration. 

The methods of research are systemic, logic and 

comparable analysis. 

Clusters draw their rationale from the concept of 

Marshall (Marshall, 1920). The concept refers to sources 

of productivity that can be leveraged outside the formal 

boundaries of individual firms, normally embedded in 

regional economies, e.g., sharing fixed costs of common 

resources, such as infrastructure and services, skilled labor 

pools, specialized suppliers, and a common knowledge 

base. When these factors are geographically concentrated, 

firms gain economic and business benefits associated with 

constituents enjoy the economic benefits of several types 

of positive location-specific externalities. These 

externalities include access to specialized human resources 

and suppliers, knowledge spillovers, pressure for higher 

performance in head-to-head competition, and learning 

from the close interaction with specialized customers and 

suppliers (Krugman, 1991, 1996, Saxenian, 1994, Porter, 

1998, Gambardella and Malerba, 1999, Castells, 2000, 

European Commission, 2002, OECD, 2007). 

Research, despite significant disagreements, tends to 

define clusters as geographical constellations of companies 

(producers, suppliers, services providers) and institutions 

(research laboratories, educational institutions, and other 

institutions in a given economic field) co-located in a 

specific geographic location and linked through relations 

of interdependence and complementarity in providing a 

group of products and/or services. However, the concept of 

a cluster refers not to the relative presence or absence of 

these critical factors. Instead it refers to the dynamic 

interrelationships between economic and technological 

capabilities, emerging market and industry structures, and 

public institutions underpinning regional constellations of 

economic dynamism and competitiveness (Porter, 1998, 

2003, 2006; Castells, 2000, 2001; European Commission, 

2003; Saxenian, 2006; Ketels, Sölvell, 2006). 

Clusters are part of a broader conceptual framework to 

understand the drivers of regional and national 

competitiveness. This framework provides a connection 

between firm-level performance and economic policy at 

the micro- as well as the macroeconomic level. Existing 

research indicates that to understand value creation in an 

economy, it is essential to understand the drivers of value 

creation and innovation at the firm level. In this context, 

research distinguishes between two sets of factors: The 

first includes the overall macroeconomic, policy legal, 

social, political and institutional context. This is an area 

which exhibits a general consensus in terms of theory and 

practice. However, while a stable macroeconomic context 

is beneficial, the experience of many countries has also 



shown that it is not sufficient. A stable macroeconomic 

framework creates opportunities for companies to raise 

productivity, improve innovation capabilities, and value 

creation; it is not sufficient to generate value itself. 

Macroeconomic conditions need to be complemented by 

sound microeconomic foundations and capacity. These 

include both the competitive fitness of companies and the 

quality of the microeconomic business environment that 

surrounds them (Porter, 1998). 

The theoretical and practical work on clusters has 

generated a wealth of knowledge on the microeconomic 

foundations of growth, innovation, competitiveness, and 

economic impact. Clusters across the EU are today held as 

an example to the rest of the world. Their flexibility has 

usually been contrasted with slow-moving manufacturers 

that depend on mass production who suffered in the 

recessions of the closing decades of the 20th century. 

Yet research indicates that the strengths of yesterday 

might be becoming the liabilities of tomorrow. Several EU 

regional clusters, especially those usually associated with 

process of innovation in product, service and process, are 

facing a crisis related to the high euro and competition 

from low-wage countries. Companies and the regional 

clusters in which they operate across the EU, in sectors 

ranging from automobiles, textiles, footwear, leather 

goods, and software development among others, struggle 

to compete against regional production centers in Eastern 

Europe, countries of the former Soviet Union, China and 

India (OECD, 2007). 

During the pre-euro era national currency devaluations 

and formal or informal trade barriers could be used to 

restrain competitive pressures from more efficient and 

cost-effective locations. Today the regional clusters of the 

EU are exposed to competitive forces stemming not only 

from the process of liberalization associated with the 

Single Market but also from competition related to the 

wider process of globalization. As a result many of them 

have to adjust. Many industrial companies outsource 

production to eastern European countries and globally to 

such countries as China to the detriment of regional 

industrial capacity. 

The problem goes deeper than the immediate effects of 

a strong euro and labor costs. Regional clusters in the EU 

are showing their age as a way to organize business in a 

maturing and changing global economy. Several EU 

regions have grown increasingly conservative and inward-

looking, focused more on finding outlets for the goods or 

services they have traditionally produced on a regional 

basis than designing and marketing innovative products or 

services on a global basis. 

Structural changes are also fueled by the global 

strategies of multinational firms operating in different 

sectors of economic activity. In contrast to earlier 

approaches that tended to fo

multinationals are organizing their R&D activities on a 

global basis. Increasingly, success for a multinational 

development has come to depend on correctly spotting 

activities. Today that judgment, rather than tariff barriers, 

determines location. Picking the right location to invest in 

activities ranging from production, logistics through to 

R&D becomes both harder and more important (OECD, 

2007). 

Research indicates, for instance that there is a 

paradigmatic shift underway in the practice and 

organization of R&D on the level of the firm (especially 

the multinational firm). For most of the postwar period 

large firms, since they considered it as part of the very 

encies, located R&D within 

the firm while they sought collaboration with universities, 

public and private research centers and government bodies. 

best known examples of this economic rationale and 

organizational logic. 

Today big corporate labs are on their way out. 

Companies make incremental changes to products and 

services rather than pay for in-house basic research. 

Increasingly large firms look for M&As, partnerships with 

universities and takeovers of innovation and research 

focused venture capital-backed startups. The approach to 

R&D is changing because long-term research was 

affordable only under and earlier phase of quasi-monopoly 

conditions. Modern technology firms today are much less 

vertically integrated. They use geographically dispersed 

networks of outsourced suppliers and assemblers, which 

leads to the organizational splintering and geographical 

dispersion of research divisions. 

according to corporate calculation and reckoning makes 

implications: first, the relocation of R&D within the global 

organizational structure of the firm (closer to markets, and 

geographically placed according to corporate operating 

strategy and cost and development efficiencies); second, 

R&D is increasingly organized on a different geographical 

skill, and concentration of supportive institutional 

among others). 

These tendencies are part of a process of the redesign 

of the multinational company. Multinationals began when 

the 19th-century firms set up sales offices abroad for goods 

shipped from factories at home. Firms later created smaller 

versions of the parent company across the world. Now 

multinationals are in the process of piecing together 

worldwide operations, placing different activities wherever 

they are done best, paying little attention to geographical 

boundaries. (OECD, 2007). 

On the other hand, SMEs that mainly interact with 

their counterparts in a regional cluster often lack the 

expertise to manage a global supply network, which 

normally functions as a comparative advantage for big 

companies. The implication is that the geographical site of 

the firm can become a constraint when the supply chain is 

increasingly complex and defined on a global basis. 

One of the major problems that regional clusters in the 

EU face is that of being rooted largely in craft industries 

rather than value-added services such as design and 

marketing. In the days of lower competition and trade 

protection measures it sufficed to outsource such services 

from established specialized 



compete with rivals that focus their efforts on services 

instead of manufacturing. 

Research indicates that regional clusters are falling 

behind in innovation. The traditional strengths of EU 

regional industrial districts have become weakness as well 

as strength. For instance, though Italian factories remain 

pre-eminent in the making of the finest textiles, the 

companies that own them and operate them can become 

trapped in craft tradition. The challenge is how to move 

their business focus to less tangible things like consumer 

research, cutting-edge design, expert marketing and skill in 

global sourcing. 

This requires a change of optic where clusters are no 

longer seen as regional constellations nurtured by the 

system of flows of economic activity which is increasingly 

defined on a global basis. This involves the elaboration of 

an approach to the development and innovation potential 

of SMEs based on institutional organs dedicated to 

building regional economic capacity in terms of skills and 

network development and the construction of international 

connections to enable regional SMEs to confront the 

economy and a regional business ecosystem. The 

companies that have followed this path have emerged as 

Such companies have set themselves free from being the 

creatures of their regional clusters or have reconfigured 

their functional relationship to them. Instead of being one 

among many members of a regional cluster, they become 

the central point of a global network of suppliers and retail 

outlets. 

Indeed, research indicates that the concept of the 

cluster, despite its recognized benefits, especially access to 

skill and talent, might be too restrictive in the era of 

globalization, shifting attention to business networks that 

extend beyond the geographical boundaries of clusters. For 

instance, while a quarter of cluster companies in the EU do 

not actively participate in any business network, almost as 

many participate in more than one, and the majority of 

companies is active in one such network. The highest level 

and intensity of networking is in the Nordic region: 

Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Norway. In these countries 

the majority of cluster companies actively participate at 

least in two business networks (Flash Eurobarometer, 

2006). 

In addition, clusters tend to primarily help companies 

to compete on the local and regional markets. Research 

shows that: 69% of SMEs in new member states and 65% 

in the EU-15 confirm that their cluster helps facilitate 

important in improving competitiveness on the national 

market for the majority of cluster companies in the EU, as 

well as in the candidate zone. Managers and strategic 

decision makers of most companies active in a cluster-like 

environment consider cooperating with other European 

clusters an opportunity rather than a threat. However, 51% 

of SMEs also confirm that being a member of a cluster 

does not help developing relationships to compete on the 

European market (while 42% find that this is the case in 

their experience). 

At the same time, over two thirds of cluster company 

managers agree that public authorities play have at least 

important if not fundamental roles in supporting the 

cluster. In most areas of public support significant 

improvement is desired by most companies that operate in 

a cluster-like environment in the EU. Only 15% in the 

European Union say that public authorities do not have a 

role to play in supporting their cluster. State interference 

with business operations is seen unnecessary more in the 

new member states, and even more in the candidate 

countries. 

Yet, remarkably almost two-thirds of the cluster 

companies in the EU desire more public support in 

developing cross-regional and trans-border relations with 

other clusters or geographic regions. Seven out of ten 

strategic managers in the EU expressed a need for 

improved assistance from public authorities to enhance the 

perception of their region/cluster in the outside world. 

Currently almost half of the cluster company leaders do not 

perceive strategic plans to be in place to improve the image 

of their cluster or regional industry branch they are active 

in (Flash Eurobarometer, 2006) 

In this paper we try to concentrate on understanding 

the behavior, governance structures, sustainability and 

constituency drivers of dynamic cross-border and cross-

regional clustering of SMEs in order to improve their 

ability to access a more competitive and global market. By 

 not only joint marketing 

and promotion, but enabling and facilitating collaborative 

R&D efforts, production, distribution and delivery of 

products and services, as well as responding to 

procurement contracts of public or private organizations. 

Current challenges faced by regional clusters can be 

confronted through a process of extended and dynamic

clustering that improves the market access, innovation 

capabilities and adaptability to the emerging structural 

realities of the EU. Extended and dynamic clustering

involves selecting and aggregating capabilities of clustered 

SMEs at regional, national, cross-regional or international 

levels, thus overcoming regional geographical boundaries 

As discussed earlier, currently, due to size, scale, 

specialization and not least regulatory and legal 

impediments, SMEs in the EU lack the capacity to respond 

adequately to emerging challenges from international 

locations and market opportunities, or participate in 

tenders in international procurement contracts. This 

shortcoming is related to both the conditions that SMEs 

face and the restrictions asso

geographically defined regional clusters. 

In setting out approach to extended and dynamic 

clustering we distinguish internal conditions (specific to 

the SMEs) and external conditions (specific to clusters and 

insufficiently developed cross-border and cross-regional 

collaboration mechanisms among clusters) whose 

coexistence and dynamic interrelationships constitute the 

extended and dynamic clustering:

Internal conditions refer to the microeconomic 

foundations of clusters and have to do with the 

resources and capabilities of companies. SMEs 



often do not posses all the relevant skills, 

competencies, and capacities required to 

participate in collaborative cross-border or cross-

region processes for the co-creation and delivery 

of products and services; 

External conditions cover the macroeconomic 

framework and span from the perceived 

complexities of international contract negotiation, 

to trust and financial issues, as well as the 

perceived disadvantages in terms of size and 

skills. They include also regulatory and legal gaps 

that create roadblocks to cross-border cluster 

collaboration, contract negotiation, intra- and 

inter-cluster governance policy and institutional 

issues which hinder the formation and efficient 

operation of cross-border and cross-regional 

collaborative networks. 

From these two perspectives, the fundamental 

challenge for reinvigorating regional clusters is how to 

facilitate extended and dynamic clustering, not only among 

SMEs within a given cluster but also how to build such 

capacity across regional clusters and networks of SMEs. 

This challenge has two facets: 

1. Building internal capabilities by enhancing the 

organizational, knowledge and technological 

capacity of SMEs to enter into cross-border and 

cross-regional collaborative processes for jointly 

producing and delivering products and services; 

2. Building external capacity in the environments in 

which SMEs and their clusters operate. The key 

issues here have to do with regulation, policy, 

legal framework, governance mechanisms and 

technological conditions that can function as the 

Market. 

internal set of issues relates to 

the private business challenges SMEs face, the external
ones concern the public economic framework that will 

facilitate cross-border and cross-regional collaboration 

among SME clusters, with the ultimate goal of addressing 

the issue of uneven development among regions in the EU. 

Extended capabilities fo

As discussed in previous sections, the need for 

physical proximity has led to regional agglomerations and 

constellations of competencies

These to a large extent depend on face-to-face contacts 

among the cluster stakeholders. But relying exclusively on 

physical proximity limits the available talent pool and 

access to specialized facilities. So there is a strong case for 

linking to distant firms, or groups of firms, professionals 

economic activity, and at the same time, offer new 

opportunities for codifying information, which may 

enhance learning and innovative activity. Our research 

looks at clusters as virtually proximate inter-organizational 

systems of learning and economic and social activity 

which are globally networked and enabled by the effective 

bedded in supportive policy, 

legal, regulatory and governance frameworks which 

encourage and sustain cross-regional clustering. 

Based on such frameworks we set out to understand 

the key questions involved in the construction of extended 

traditionally perceived needs for physical proximity and 

introduce virtual and functional proximity as a complement 

to physical proximity? What combinations of physically 

proximate and virtual arrangements best augment the 

social and economic performance of networked clusters? 

One way to address these questions is by focusing on 

the enablers of extended and dynamic clustering and 

examining the potential roles th

clustering capabilities along the two dimensions identified 

in Figure 1, i.e. virtual proximity capabilities and dynamic 

clustering capabilities. 

Technology

Market orientation

Absorptive capacity

capacity

Virtual proximity

Reconfigurability

Market access

The following subsection focuses the potential role of 

extended and dynamic clustering

capabilities. The discussion is structured around four 

dimensions we deem critical for improved performance: 

market orientation, absorptive capacity, coordination, and 

collective mind. 

ICT and market orientation 

Market orientation reflects the ability to sense the 

environment and understand customer needs and 

generating, disseminating, and responding to market 

clustering are the following parameters: capturing market 

intelligence, e.g. external communication links for sensing 

market trends or discover new market opportunities; 

disseminating market intelligence to the appropriate parties 

in the business network / virtual cluster; analysis and 

interpretation of market intelligence; responding to market 

trends, e.g. by enabling processes and supporting 

operations that capitalize on market intelligence. 

Absorptive capacity reflects the ability to learn by 

identifying, assimilating, transforming and exploiting 

existing knowledge resources to generate new knowledge 

extended clustering, the relevant research issues for further 



investigation are the following conditions under and ways 

through which: 

extended clustering can help assimilate 

extended clustering can 

extended clustering can 

ICT and coordination 

create new ways of performing a desired set of activities 

issues in this respect are the following ways in which: 

extended clustering can 

extended clustering can help synchronize 

extended and dynamic clustering are the following 

conditions under and ways through which: 

extended clustering can 

constituent firms to execute the collective activity 

extended clustering can help individual inputs 

extended clustering support the sharing of 

Innovation management and strategic management 

level strategies for sustaining and safeguarding competitive 

research has developed the 

dynamic capabilities
analyze the sources of wealth 

and reconfigure internal and external competences to 

Dynamic clustering

resulting dynamic clustered activity is more responsive and 

competence mix in the dynamic cluster determine the 

speed and level of the response as well as the necessary 

in our approach and underlies its conceptual 

cluster specializing in producing mechanical parts and 

They decide to respond to a 

tender from an aerospace compan

competence of this new partner gives the cluster the 

om all the players in the 
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technologies and access new markets. 

The novelty of this approach is that it develops a 

theoretically grounded framework for extended and 
dynamic clustering, which provides a better understanding 

technological, legal, regulatory/policy), tests the 

hypothesis that dynamic clustering contributes to market 

access, identifies the factors that enable or impede it, and 

describes requirements on existing and emerging 

technology platforms in order to lower the technology-

related access barriers. 

Reconfiguration of existing competencies 

Reconfiguration of existing competencies and their 

application for innovation and market access is generally 

viewed as the ultimate outcome of dynamic capabilities. 

Most studies in the dynamic capabilities literature stress 

the importance of reconfiguring existing resources into 

new configurations of functional competencies. For 

instance, research has drawn attention to the concept of 

and efficiency by which existing resources can be 

synthesis of existing resources into new applications. 

Reconfigurability has also been referred to as the ability to 

Applied to extended clusters, the concept of dynamic 

capabilities implies that SME networks can re-deploy their 

mpetencies to build new 

products or services through innovative, aggregated 

competencies that better match emerging market and 

technological needs. 

The dynamic capabilities and related literature streams 

describe four processes that drive reconfiguration, 

innovation, and change. These are as follows: 

Sensing the environment: Sensing helps 

understand the environment a company operates 

in, identify market needs, and spot new 

Learning: Learning builds new thinking in the key 

operational lines of a company, generates new 

knowledge, and enhances existing resources 

Coordinating activities: Coordinating helps 

effectively allocate resources to the different 

activities of a company, assign tasks, and 

Integrating resources: Integrating resources helps 

implement the new architectural innovations by 

The above four tangible enabling processes can be 

operationalised and measured. Research proposes the use 

of the four dimensions discussed above in the context of 

ICT, namely market orientation, absorptive capacity, 

coordination capability and collective mind, this time not 

from the standpoint of ICT use bur from that of 

originate from different streams of literature and have been 

studied at different levels and units of analysis. The 

methodological challenge is to adapt and extend these 

constructs to units of analysis appropriate for cluster / 

business network research. 

stress the nature of knowledge as an intangible resource 

certain liquidity and fungibility to knowledge-based assets. 

Indeed, as resources become increasingly less tangible, 

visible, and explicitly codified, they tend to become easier 

the configurations of functional competencies they create 

spotting market trends and accordingly revamping 

functional competencies, dynamic capabilities can prevent 

of functional competencies and architecting more relevant 

ones, dynamic capabilities can create better matches 

between the new configurations of functional 

So what is the conceptual specificity of this approach 

to the understanding of clustering? One way to understand 

the concept of extended and dynamic clustering is to 

position it against traditional forms of business 

agglomeration and regional constellations of what we have 

static dynamic

Network Configuration

Local

Extended

I III

II IV

 The extended and dynamic approach 

to cluster analysis 

based on the typology found in the literature on business 

networks that differentiates dynamic from static networks 



extended and dynamic 
clustering

Extended and dynamic clustering

extended and dynamic clustering

extended and dynamic clustering

extended and 

dynamic clustering

extended and dynamic clustering



barriers or government subsidies, to increase market share. 

Cluster-based economic policy suggests a different 

perspective. First, all clusters are important, not only 

traded or high-tech sectors. The productivity across all of 

them determines the standard of living a country or region 

can sustain. Second, cluster efforts are not about targeting 

but rather about the creation of favorable ecosystemic 

conditions for development. Given the limitations of 

resources in different regions it makes sense to concentrate 

on a few clusters that have both a high ability to succeed 

and a high willingness to improve at any point in time. But 

this selection must be driven by the specific regional 

circumstances, not by some generic view on which clusters 

are more valuable. Third, cluster efforts are directed at 

improving the underlying conditions for higher levels of 

productivity and innovation, not the outcomes in terms of 

market share or employment directly, even though these 

in the formation and regulation of clusters (Ketels, S lvell, 

2006). 

A more productive way to approach extended and 

dynamic clustering-based policy is to think through the 

focused on removing the most serious bottlenecks for 

cross-border and cross regional clustering practices in 

ways that enhance market access and the innovation 

capacities of cluster participants. This approach is driven 

by an underlying model of economic development that 

views clusters as living systems evolving over time 

depending on the profile of their business environments, 

the composition of the economic base in which they exist, 

and other factors driven by location and history. Policy in 

this context is not the result of some blueprint but rather a 

function of a non-deterministic assessment of the 

development trajectory of a given cluster with objective to 

is globally defined. 

This approach should not be seen as an evolution of 

traditional sectoral policy but rather as a new model for 

regional economic development policy. In the context of 

extended and dynamic clustering existing clusters have a 

significantly higher potential than just being the motivation 

for well-intentioned cluster initiatives that are innovative 

but often isolated and with little sustained impact. To 

affecting the context for productivity and innovation in 

individual firms and clusters have to taken into account. 

In this article we have defined the concept of extended 
and dynamic clustering. The convergence of forces such as 

the completion of the Single Market in the EU, the process 

of globalization, especially the global strategies of 

multinationals in the organization and location of 

production and R&D processes, and the deepening use of 

ICT in economic and business practices, among others, has 

brought about a structural break in the theory and practice 

of clusters as these have been defined hitherto. 

Currently, due to size, scale, specialization and not 

least regulatory and legal impediments, SMEs in the EU 

lack the capacity to respond adequately to emerging 

challenges from international locations and market 

opportunities, or participate in tenders in international 

procurement contracts. This shortcoming is related to both 

the conditions that SMEs face and the restrictions 

regional clusters. 

In this context we need novel approaches to both 

theory and practice which through constructive dialogue 

with traditional approaches to cluster analysis develop new 

conceptual dimensions that encapsulate the key aspects of 

this new phase and better enable all cluster stakeholders 

address the challenges confronted by regional economies. 

This requires a change of perspective where clusters are no 

longer seen as regionally bound constellations nurtured by 

global system of flows of information, knowledge and 

economic activity. This is what the concept of extended 
and dynamic clustering is designed to capture. 

Extended and dynamic clustering benefits are 

important both for cluster participants and for public 

policy. For companies, they create additional value that 

outweighs the often-higher costs of more intense 

competition for specialized real estate, skills, and 

customers at the location. They are thus the reasons that 

clusters emerge naturally from profit-maximizing 

decisions. For public policy, higher productivity and 

innovation in clusters are critical because they are the 

factors that in the long term define the sustainable level of 

prosperity in a region. 
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Takis Damaskopoulos, Rimantas Gatautis, Elena Vitkauskait

Santrauka 

Klasteriai ir klasterizacija sulaukia vis didesnio Europos politik

d , skatinan i

paspartinti moni  vystym si, inovacij  pl tr  ir konkurencingum

k  Europos lyderiai apibr

klasteriams ir klasterizacijai neabejotin

d mesys. 

Kitas veiksnys, skatinantis augant  dom jim si klasteriais, yra -

globalizacijos taka konkurencijos prigim jantys 

transporto ir komunikacij  liberalizacijos priemon s

ver ia vis daugiau ES region  susidurti su globalin s konkurencijos 

pasekm mis. Did janti liberalizacija ir stipr janti konkurencija sukelia 

poky ius verslo aplinkoje ne tik regionin s mikroekonomikos kontekste, 

bet ir platesn je socialin je ir ekonomin je aplinkoje, kurioje regionas 

funkcionuoja. Pasaulyje gaus jant region  ir vertinant itin palankiomis 

s ius Ryt

tinybe sukurti 

 vert mon ioms vietos savo veiklai pl toti. B tent

 atlieka svarb  vaidmen  priimant sprendim , kur pl toti mon s

veikl riu traktuojami 

 priemoni  galin i  pasi lyti prid tin  vert

mon Vyrauja nuostata, jog klasteriai 

 vert mon ms, veikian ioms atskirose pramon s

s santykin  region

(Ketels, Sölvell, 2006, OECD, 2007). 

t stin  ir 

dinamin bei jos formas. Klasterizacijos terminas apibr

moni

tam tikrai geografinei vietovei, ta moni  grup s

yra orientuotos 

galimybes veikti kaip ad-hoc verslo tinklai, galintys perkonfig ruoti ir 

pergrupuoti kompetencijas priklausomai nuo rinkos poreiki

informacini  (IRT) 

 galimyb

vidutin s mon s (SV  grupi  pagrind .

s grup s gali 

pad ti SV  pagerinti jimo  globalias rinkas galimybes bei SV

inovatyvumo ir verslumo geb jimus. 

Pasirinkti tyrimo metodai yra sistemin , login  ir lyginamoji analiz .

Siekiant vertinti t stin s ir dinamin s klasterizacijos galimybes, 

b tina suprasti SV  klasterizacijos elgsen  reguliuojan ias valdymo 

strukt ras ir veiksnius, s lygojan ius SV  galimybes pasiekti 

suprantamas ne tik kaip tarptautinio ar globalaus marketingo ar r mimo 

veiksmai, ta iau ir kaip s lygos, kurios galina ir palengvina bendrus 

moni  tyrimus, bendras preki  ar paslaug  vystymo galimybes ir pl tr ,

gamyb , paskirstym  ir preki  bei paslaug  pristatym , taip pat atsak

j  ir priva i  organizacij  poreikius. 

T stin  ir dinamin  apima SV  parinkimo ir 

grupavimo galimybes regioniniu, nacionaliniu, tarpregioniniu bei 

t regionines-geografines ribas ir 

riu t stin  ir 

dinamin  klasterizacija yra siejama ne su vienos pramon

dominavimu klasteryje, bet su vairi  k rimu ir j

valdymu. 

 d

specializacijos ir teisini  kli i

tarptautini  ar vietos rink  galimybi  bei dalyvauti tarptautiniuose ar 

j  pirkim kumas yra susij s su 

SV  veiklos s

Nagrin jant klasterizacij , ypatingas d mesys skiriamas IRT 

panaudojimui. B

nuostatas griaunanti priemon lo alternatyvius 
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organizacinio mokymosi ir inovacij  skatinimo b dus. Atliekamame 

tyrime klasteriai traktuojami kaip virtualios organizacin s socialin s-

ekonomin s sistemos, sudaran ios prielaidas tolimesniam vairiapusiam 

 sistem  vystymuisi. B

vaidmen  kaip klasterizacijos priemon

tradicinius bendradarbiavimo b dus, pereidama prie virtualios 

partneryst s ir bendradarbiavimo? Kokia yra geriausia fizini  ir virtuali

bendradarbiavimo element

geriausi  ekonomin -socialin  naud

ios ekonomin -socialin

vert  savyb  taikymo. 

Nagrin jant testin  ir dinamin  klasterizacij , vidin s

s lygos (specifin s SV ) ir s s lygos (specifin s klasteriams bei 

tarpregioninio bendradarbiavimo 

mechanizmams tarp klasteri ), kuri

tarpusavio santykiai sukuria t stin s ir dinamin

 dviej  perspektyv kis vertinant 

klasterizacijos pl tros galimybes yra atsakymas  klausim  - kaip 

palengvinti t stin  ir dinamn  klasterizacij ne tik tarp atskir  SV

konkre iame klasteryje, bet ir kaip sukurti atitinkamas pl tros galimybes 

tarp regionini  klasteri  ir SV  tinkl vidinis

klasterizacijos aspektas yra susij s su priva iais kiais, su 

kuriais susiduria SV , o  klasterizacijos aspektai yra susij  su 

, kurie 

 ir tarpregionin  bendradarbiavim  tarp SV  klasteri

ir tinkl .

Vertinant t stin s ir dinamin s klasterizacijos t stinumo dimensij ,

mon

Absorbcin s savyb

Kolektyvizmas. 

jim  bei suprasti 

ir patenkinti vartotoj  poreikius dinamin s konkurencijos s lygomis. 

ir pateikia atsakymus  klausimus apie vartotoj

stin s klasterizacijos kontekste 

 tarp klasterio 

moni ?

ti analizuoti ir interpretuoti duomenis? 

Absorbcin s savyb jimu mokytis 

identifikuojant, sisavinant, transformuojant ir

kad b t

,

galinanti , jas transformuoti ir t.t. 

jimu suderinti 

tarpusavio priklausomyb  ir gyvendinim  tarp atskir i

Kolektyvizmo aspektas siejamas su sugeb

, bendradarbiavim  ir 

subordinacij  grup

Nagrin stin s klasterizacijos 

perspektyvoje analizuojama SV  grupi  ir tinkl  galimyb s greitai ir 

efektyviai perkonfig ruoti savo sugeb jimus kuriant naujas prekes ar 

je literat lygojantys 

konfig racijos proces

aplink , identifikuoti rinkos poreikius bei naujas galimybes 

r  verslo operacijas ir 

pritraukiantis nauj

nti efektyviai paskirstyti 

 strukt rini  vienet  bei sinchronizuoti 

i gyvendinim

moni  tarpusavio s veikos 

T stin s ir dinamin  vystymas ir vadyba yra svarb s

kadangi jie kuria ekonomin  naud

pasi lyti. T stin s ir dinamin

Pirma, mon s tokio pob

efektyviau negu jos veikt

r

Antra, mon s ir tyrim

inovacij  pl tros intensyvum , kuris bus s lygojamas globali

ar multinacionalini  grupi  susiliejimas, 

artimas bendravimas su vartotojais bei kitomis mon mis 

sukuria daugiau nauj  id j  spaudim

inovacijoms, o t stin  ir dinamin

eksperiment  s

ia, t stin  ir dinamin  klasterizacija suteikia regionin s

ekonomikos prisitaikymo procesams lankstumo, padidina 

verslo formavimo potencial . Naujos mon s labiau 

 tiek j  ir partneri , kuriuos visus 

randa t stin s ir dinamin  aplinkoje. 

dalyviams, tiek institucijoms, formuojan j  politik . mon ms 

ji kuria prid tin  vert l intensyvesn s

konkurencijos atsirandan l

l kuri

nat

tyvumas klasteriuose taip pat yra 

s, nes tai veiksniai (ir rodikliai), ilguoju laikotarpiu 

apibr jimo lyg  grupi  interesai n

moni ,

darbuotoj  ar turto (kaip kad nekilnojamojo) tarp savinink , kai tuo tarpu 

moni

: IRT ir klasterizacija, t stin  ir dinamin

.


